
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tank Supply 

We can supply commercial tanks in most dimensions, for above or underground use.  These bespoke tanks can be constructed in 

steel to your specifications and meet all regulatory requirements (see below) or where smaller tanks are required, we supply plastic, 

integrally-bunded tanks designed to meet or exceed all regulatory requirements. 

Steel Tanks 

For those organisations requiring steel tanks or tanks of a larger size (over 10,000 liters) we offer a “totally enclosed bunded” (“TEB”) 

range of tanks. The construction ensures that a bund has a 110% capacity of the total tank size in accordance with regulatory 

requirements. It also removes the requirement to build an external bund. All steel TEB tanks can be manufactured in a variety of 

colours and have a lockable, sumped cabinet to house the tank’s fill point, vents and outlets. 

Plastic Tanks 

For tanks under 10,000 liters the use of plastic tanks is an option. The plastic tanks we supply are integrally bunded and can have top 

or bottom outlets. The main features of these tanks are manhole access, overfill protection probe, inspection point, electronic 

contents gauge, fill point, bund warning alarm and a bund warning alarm sensor. 

We also supply tanks as bunded fuel stations having a delivery hose with an automatic nozzle. They are available with 12v, 24v, 110v 

and 240v pumps and have an electronic gauge, bund alarm, 10 micron filter and failsafe overfill prevention probe.  

Tank and Pipe-Work Installation 

We supply integrally-bunded plastic pipe-work that meets all UK legislative requirements.  This pipework will be installed by our 

manufacturer approved team of pipework engineers. 

Decommissioning of Fuel Installations 

Options we offer include: 

Foam Filling, Concrete Filling, Excavation and removal of underground storage tanks and above ground tanks can be cut into sections 

and removed from site. 

We've been supplying fuel for almost 50 years and many of our loyal customers have asked us if we can supply additional services 

and products to help them manage and increase the safety and efficiency of their fuel storage and overall fuel applications.  

We have partnered with a company that is dedicated to the safe storage and use of liquid fuel. Whatever the type of fuel (including 

bio fuels, waste oil or LPG), we ensure that the product is stored and maintained safely and in line with the relevant, current 

regulatory requirements. 

Please call the Sales Department on 01943 467444 to discuss how we can help you increase the safety and efficiency of your Fuel 

Storage Environment. 

 

Tate Fuel Storage Solutions 
Helping our Customers manage and increase the safety and efficiency of their fuel 

storage and overall fuel applications. 

Tank Install and Decommission 
Nationwide Fuel, Lubricant and Fuel Storage Solutions to the Domestic, Commercial and Agricultural Market 

Family Owned and Customer Focused making “doing business” as easy as possible.  

 

01943 467444   Sales@tateoil.co.uk 


